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Introduction
The HP 39G/40G is an algebraic-entry graphing calculator with advanced features

for:

e easy retrieval of previous answers and entries

¢ displaying algebraic expressions in standard textbook format

* generating tables

¢ displaying two graphs or a graph and a table on a split-screen

e working with functions, parametric and polar equations

e working with sequences (including recursion)

¢ solving equations

e computing statistics

¢ testing hypotheses

e calculating confidence intervals based on sample data

e symbolic algebra and tools for calculus

e operating with vectors, matrices,lists, and complex numbers

¢ drawing and annotating diagrams

¢ saving and sharing settings and equations

® programming.

This guide is intended to give you an overview of the basic features of the HP 39G/

40G.

Conventions

The following conventions are used in this guide to represent the keys that you

press and the menu options that you choose to perform the described operations.

e Keys are represented as follows:

(SIN). (COS). (FOME). et.
¢ Shift keys, that is the key combinations that require you to press the

key first, are represented as follows:

(SHIFT]JCLEAR, [SHIFTJMODES, (SHIFTJACOS, etc.

¢ Numbers and letters are represented normally, as follows:

5,7, A, B, etc.

¢ Menu options, that is, the options you select by pressing the menu keysat the

top of the keypad, are represented as follows:

¢ Input form fields and choose list items are represented as follows:

Function, Polar, Parametric.
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¢ Your entries as they appear on the command line or within input forms are

represented as follows:

2*%X%2-3X+5

¢ The arrow keys are represented as follows:

(4] (v] (») and [4].

¢~ A pointing hand appears to bring your attention to warnings, suggestions,

helpful hints, shortcuts, or other important notes.
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1. Basic Information

Hard cover

The cover of the HP 39G/40G slides off the front of the calculator and can be slid

onto the back.

key
The key (lowerleft corner of the keyboard):

* turns on the calculator

e cancels operations

If you leave your calculator on for a few minutes without pressing any keys, it will

automatically turn off to save battery power. When you press again, the

screen reappears just as you left it. The memory of the calculator is maintained

when the calculator is off.

Contrast control

To lighten or darken the screen to your preference, press and hold down

while pressing (-] or (+], respectively.

Batteries

The HP 39G/40G takes three AAA batteries, which are located in the lower

compartment in the back of the calculator. You should get several months’ use

out of a set of batteries. Even when you take the batteries out, the calculator’s

memory is maintained for a few minutes, giving you the opportunity to change the

batteries without loss of stored information.

Ports

You will find 2 ports on the top edge of the HP 39G/40G:

e a 10-pin serial port for connecting to another calculator or a datalogger

¢ an infrared port for connecting to another calculator or printer.

The infrared port can be used only on the HP 39G.
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Menu key —
labels

 

Menukeys —( [ J(C J(C JC ]

(va] (o) o) B ,Aplet control -[= = e<)

v

Arrow
eyS HOME APLET V/Ews keyS

CHARS.
v

VARS| MATH d/dx m -

o) (o) () U) U
CCJD@@
MEMORY ST

@5.@@
Eziealeaieale

‘ OGRM.7 SYNTAX

@@
NoreeanX = ANs SPACE

o) 15 ) [o
—

 Alpha key

Shift key  

 Enter key

Shift key

Directly above the keyis the key. Press and another key to
activate the operation or menu indicated by the blue label directly above that key.

When the key has been pressed, a shift symbol @9 is displayed at the top

left of the screen.

Alpha key and special characters

The key enables you to enter the characters that are displayed below the
other keys. When the key has been pressed, oo appears at the top of the

screen.

¢~ When typing several letters in a row, simply hold down as you type.

Lower case letters are obtained by pressing and (in either order).

Greek letters and other special symbols are found in the SPECIAL CHARACTERS

menu ((SHIFTJCHARS).
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2. HOME
HOME is the primary work area for the HP 39G/40G.

Tour of HOME

To go to HOME,press [HOME].

Parts of the display

 
g—Title

Menu key
Tlabels 

 

Menu key or soft key labels. The labels indicating the current use of the menu

keys. is the label for the first menu key. “Press BLd” means to press the first

menu key above the illustration.

Command line. The line of current entry.

History. In HOME you can see up to four lines of history: the most recent input

and output. Older inputs and outputs are retained in memory, and can be

displayed by pressing (a] a number of times.

Title. The name of the current aplet is displayed in the title bar.

X1, 39, [034 indicate whether Radians, Grads, or Degrees angle modeis set for

HOME.

The kd and F1 symbols indicate whether there is more history in the HOME

display.

Annunciators. Annunciators are symbols that appear above thetitle bar and give

you important status information.

Whenever an hourglass appears in the annunciator area, the HP 39G/40G is busy

performing a calculation. Press {ON] while this annunciatoris on to stop the

computation.

The low battery annunciator ((e)) indicates that your batteries are getting low.

(The calculator displays Low Battery when youfirst turn it on). You should

change them within a few days.
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Entering

When you type, the characters appear on the command line until you press

(ENTER).
Examples:

To enter 2 into the command line:

2 (FNTER)
 

  

% FUNCTIONS5

 

To enter 2.5 x 1038 :

  2 (1) 5 [SHIFT)EEX 38 2.5E38 cas
2.5

‘——--— 

Deleting and clearing

To delete a character you have entered, press [»] or («] until the cursor is over
the character you want to delete, and press (DEL]. If the cursor is at the end of
command line and you want to delete the last character, just press [DEL].

Press CANCEL ([ON]) while on the command line and the entire line is deleted.

(SHIFT)JCLEAR ((SHIFT](DEL]) clears all previous inputs and outputs in HOME.

¢~ The cursoris always in insert mode in HOME. In other words, it always

points to where the next character you type will be inserted.

Retrieving and editing

(SHIFTJANS inserts the special variable Ans in the command line. The value of this
variable is the last answer you obtained to an operation in HOME. This allows you

to immediately use the result of the previous computation in a new computation

without having to type it in.

In fact, until you press [SHIFT]CLEAR, a history of all your previous entries and

answers is maintained on HOME. Simply press the (a] key until you have

highlighted the entry or answer you want, then press EI&3. This copies the

highlighted entry or answer into the command line.

To make changes, press the (<] or (»] key to position the cursor. Any characters

you type are to the left of the cursor. Pressing deletes the character
underneath the flashing cursor. After you have made the changes you want, press

(ENTER).
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Examples:

Press CLEAR and enter the following

calculations:

3 (X) 2 (NTER)
((-)][SHIFTJANS (to reverse the sign of the last
answer)

1) 8
()] [SHIFT]JANS (to reverse the sign of the last answer)

The first two computations you entered are now out of view, but they are still in

HOME. Notice the E3 showing in the upper right of your screen. This indicates

that there are more entries and answers than currently displayed. To display

earlier entries, press (4] to activate the highlight bar. Now you can move up and

down HOME pressing the (a] or (v] keys. (A small kd and E3 appear on screen to

tell you which directionsit is possible to move.) Your calculator will flash an

exclamation mark—£}—when you reach the top or bottom of HOME.

 

 

Showing an expression

If a previous entry or answer is highlighted, the menu key labelis displayed.

Press to display the entry or answer in standard textbook format. You can

use it to check to see if you have entered an expression with the meaning that you

intended.

Example:

Suppose we want to evaluate the expression 1/ V(322+4/2-5).

1) sV 03 (69 2 (®4 602 ()50)    

 

 

  

¥[TeFUNCTION 3

1-7(3"2+4"2-5>
. 2236B67I7FD

TNIINN

Press (a] twice to highlight the expression and

press to display the expression in standard 1

textbook format. When you are done looking at the 32+42_5

typeset version, simply press 4.

IINNT
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Storing numbers in variables

The letters A, B, C, ..., X, Y, Z, and 0 are reserved as variable names for real

numbers. To store a number (or other object) under a variable name, enter the

number or expression on the command line in HOME, press Eifd3, type the name

of the variable, and press [ENTER].

Examples:

This example stores 3 to the variable W. If a ELINETION
symbolic expression contains W, then the HP 39G/

40G will substitute the stored value.

3B (ACPTTA) W (ENTER)
 

 

To recall the value, simply type the variable name SFUNCTION B8
and enterit.

(ALPFiA) W (ENTER)
(ALFFiA) W (Y] 4 (ENTER)
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3. Modes

Press [SHIFT]MODES to see the settings that control S WOME MODES
how the HP 39G/40G displays the HOME screen to  |ANGLE MEASURE: [g

MUMEER FORMAT: St andardyou. DECIMAL MARK: [t €, 2

Although the number format setting affects only CHODSE ANGLE MERSURE
ISTIHOME, the angle measure setting controls HOME

and

 

the current aplet.

Angle measure

There are three angle measure modes to choose from:

Degrees There are 360 degrees in a full circle.

Radians There are 2r radians in a full circle.

Grads There are 400 grads in a full circle.

Setting the angle measure

The following example demonstrates how to change the angle measure from the

default mode, radians, to degrees for the current aplet. The procedure is the same

for changing the decimal mark.

1. Press (SHIFT)MODES to open the HOME MODES input form.

The cursor (highlight) is in the first field, Angle

Measure.

 
   % HOME MODES 35
ANGLE MEASURE:be
NUMEER FORMAT: St andard
DECIMAL MARE: [ot €, 3

 

| CHODSE ANGLE MERSURE
: . 
 

Press to display a list of choices.

 

2 HOME MODEZ 353
NGI - s wecw = (TR

wuri |[DECees
DECIH

|CHODSE ANGLE MEASURE
L[1[ [tANIL]DK

  

 
  

  

Press(a] to select Degrees, and press [I&. The | % NOME MODES 38

angle measure changes to degrees. (ANGLE MEASURE:(B3gl
|NUMEER FORMAT: S5t andard

Press to return to HOME.
DECIMAL MARK: Dot ¢, 2  | CHOOSE ANGLE MEASURE

|I(TS- I

Instead of pressing and selecting an option from a menu, you can press

repeatedly until the option you want is displayed in the field.
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Number format

The standard numeric display mode of the HP 39G/40G is to display 12 significant

digits (15 digits are used internally during computation). Your HP 39G/40G is in

standard display mode if the number format reads Standard.

There are five number formats:

Standard Up to 12 digits shown with a floating decimal point.

Fixed Fixed number of decimal places, from O to 11.

Scientific Exponential notation (exactly one digit to the left of the

decimal point). Numberof places after first significant digit can

be 0 to 11.

Engineering Exponential notation where the exponent is a multiple of 3.

Number of places after first significant digit is can be 0 to 11.

Fraction Numbers are displayed as fractions in “P/Q” format. The

decimal precision of the result can be 0 to 11 places.

Examples:

a. With Standard number format selected, go

HOME and enter 12345.6789

b. Press (SHIFT]MODES, (v]), EIIH Fixed number
format, specify 2 decimal places, and press EA.

Press and enter 12345.6789 again. The
result is now displayed with 2 decimal places.

c. Press (SHIFT]MODES, (v], Scientific
number format (still 2 decimal places), [3.

Press and enter 12345.6789 again. The
result is displayed with an exponent, one digit to

the left of the decimal point, and the specified

number of decimal places.

d. Press (SHIFT]MODES, (v], Engineering

number format (still 2 decimal places), EI&E.

Press and enter 12345.6789 again. The
result is displayed with an exponent that is a

multiple of 3, and the specified number of

significant digits beyond the first one.

 

 

12345.6789
12345. 68 

IESTTNIINN

 

122345.6789
1.23E4

[EST'TIII.

   
12345.6739

12.3E3
 

 

(sor]|[|[|
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e. Press [SHIFT)MODES, (v], MITH Fraction
number format (with 2 digits maximum), [IA.

Press and enter nt. The result is
displayed as a fraction based on 2 decimal

places.

f. Press (SHIFT]JMODES, (v ], MITH Fraction
number format (with 3 digits maximum), EIE.

Press and enter wt. The result is
displayed as a fraction based on 3 decimal

places.

 

2277
 

 
 

 

333-186
   [EATTNIINR

‘" You will probably find that Standard format serves most general purposes

best.

Decimal mark

You can also change the decimal mark from a period (.) to a comma ().

Resetting the MODES

Press CLEAR to reset all the modes to default settings.
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4. Computational Examples
The HP 39G/40G uses algebraic-entry notation (not Reverse Polish Notation or

RPN). The following examples demonstrate the use of the basic arithmetic and

function operations of the HP 39G/40G. Keystrokes are shown along with the

resulting calculator display. All answers shown are for Standard number

format.

Arithmetic operations

Addition: 26 + 82

Subtraction: 86 - 32

Negation: ((-)] 2

Multiplication: 62 45 (ENTER)

Division: 85 = 20

Exponentiation: 42 (xY] 5

Square roots: V20 (ENTER

Squares (exponent 2 is shown as a superscript):

25 (3] [NTiR)

Reciprocals: 85 x1 [ENTER

Powers of 10: (SHIFT]10* 3

Absolute value: [SHIFTJABS((-)] 5 [)

The square root of a negative number:

G(0 (@) 4 ) (iNR)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.25
42°5

136691232

IFSTNAIIB 
 

 

  
 

 

 

 

CH, 20   [EATC3IIAR 
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AFUNCTIONS|

\

5 HTHROOT-22 _fii

|

Nthroots: "N(-32).

5 (st ™(0 (<)) 32 [))
  

  

 

‘& Either the subtraction key - or the negation key [(-)] can be used to obtain

a negative sign in an expression.

Transcendental functions

Natural exponentials: [SHirT]e* 10

 

 

=1 |

j 22826, 4E57R4
‘ 1

The function keys automatically insert the left parenthesis for you. Unless it is

necessary to ensure the intended meaning, you do not need to insert the right

parenthesis

Common(base 10) logarithms: 2 D] TFUNCTION

LOGC2
 3E1E23935664
 

 

Natural (base e) logarithms: 3

  LHE
1.89261228367

Lsroel__1__1__|___[__J

With the angle measure set to Degrees:

Trigonometric functions: 60

 

 

With the angle measure set to Radians: TFiNCTIONS

Trigonometric functions: n(=]2)) o
SIHCw-22
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Inverse trigonometric functions: [SHIFT]JATAN 1 )]

 

 

Mathematical constants

 

 

 

 

 

7 ([SHIFT] v [ENTER]) :
e ([ALPHA][SHIFT]e) 5.14159265359

e

2. 71528152546

stoe][[[]

i ([ALPRA) [SHiFT)R)

i
(@,17

stoe][[||   
Somefor you to try:

g. A famous result. What is e™ + 1?

h. Which is larger: e" or n®?

i. Whatis In(-1)?

Implied multiplication

The juxtaposition of two number quantities implies multiplication in most cases.

Here are some examples to illustrate:

101 @20 @) 3 (i) e

4x(1+22°3
188
 

 

L)IN

Note that a multiplication symbol is automatically entered for you.

With 3 stored in variable A and the angle measure in

MODES set to Degrees:

(ALPFA) A (COS) 0 (1) [ENTER) shows A*COS (0)
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Note the space that appears on the command line

when you press immediately after typing A.

This space appears because there is a chance of

ambiguity in the function name. If we were to delete

the space between A and COS (0) before pressing 0TS

(ENTER], we obtain ACOS (6) not A*COS (0).

   ACOSCE
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5. Aplets
Aplets are the application environments where

you explore different classes of mathematical

operations. Farametric

Aplets are stored in the Aplet library. Press Egéignce

to display the APLET LIBRARY. SHVE [RESET| ZORT

 

Built-in Aplets

Function for working with functions, that is, equations of the form

y=r(x)

Inference for working with inferential statistics

Parametric for working with parametric equations: x(t), y(t)

Polar for working with polar equations: » = f(0)

Sequence for working with sequences: {Uy} (N=1,2,...)

Solve for equations of one or more variables

Statistics for working with descriptive statistics

Quad Explorer  aspecial e-lesson for investigating the characteristics of

quadratic functions

Trig Explorer  aspecial e-lesson for investigating the characteristics of

trigonometric functions

Aplet Library’s menu keys

e Press Eilld to save an existing aplet with a new name.

* Press to revert the aplet’s default settings.

e Press Eidi to sort the Aplet Library menu options alphabetically or

chronologically.

e Press to transmit aplet(s) to another HP 39G/40G or PC.

e Press to receive aplet(s) from another HP 39G/40G or PC.

e Press to activate an aplet.
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Starting an Aplet

The following example illustrates how to start a

Parametric aplet. The procedure is the identical IR
Y1CTa=for all aplets. fi%fl?

1. Press [APLET]. WE i The v

TTIITT

HEEE PARAMETRIC SYMEDOLIC VIEW $385

 

2. Press (v] twice to select Parametric.

3. PressBT

The Function, Parametric, Polar, Sequence, Inference, and Solve aplets start in

the Symbolic view. The Symbolic view is used to define functions, equations, and

expressions for these aplets. The Statistics aplet starts in the Numeric view and

the Trig and Quad Explorer aplets start in the Plot view.

Aplet views

e In Symbolic view ([SYMB]), you specify
equations, or data to work on.

 
SPARAMETRIC SYMEDLIC VIEW S8

#31¢TI=COS(T)
1 ¢TH=SINCT )

   

  

   

 

 

 

V20T
W3(Tr= ¥

EOIT[wiHE]T[[SHOW]EVAL]

¢ In the Plot view ([pPLOT)), you draw,

manipulate, and analyze graphs. KL

T: 0 (1,00 EET

 e In the Numeric view ([NUM]), you display the
coordinates of the plotted points, or enter the " 1 5

data for statistical analysis. :
: -9310g1 |. 1.q 1 |.3894

.B775826) . 4794255   

 

Saving an Aplet

enables you to save the equations or data you have been using along with

the particular settings you specified. You can even save notes ([SHIFTJNOTE) and
sketches ((SHIFT]SKETCH) with the aplet.

When you press you are prompted for a

name for the aplet. Enter a name of your choice,

press & or if you change your mind, press

(EiisSs

% ZAVE APLET %

MEW NAME: [SETEEIU=A ah -

MIME+
[T1Jh.zaliaNc]0K]
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‘" The EE& menu key enables you to enter a string of alphabetic characters

without holding down the key. Press [EE to turn this feature off after
you have entered a name for the aplet.

For example, if you type in MINE as the name of

your aplet and press H&, you will see MINE listed

in the Aplet Library along with the built-in aplets.      
   

S APLET LIERARY BEEEEENTR:
NRYE[S 1.1KE
Farametric . 5SKB
Function BEE
Inference BEE
Folar HEE w»

SAVE[RESET]SORTZEMDRECY[STHRT]

   
   At any time in the future, you can reuse the

equations, data, and settings by pressing [APLET],
highlighting MINE and pressing EiLIZE. If you

change the equations, data, or settings, you can either MINE to its original

version or Eilld it again with the changes you have made.

 

  

Deleting Aplets

To delete a saved aplet, highlight its name in the Aplet Library and press (DtL]. If

you want to delete all the saved aplets (except the built-in ones) press(SHIFT]

CLEAR. The HP 39G/40G will not allow you to delete any of the built-in aplets.

When deleting aplets, you will be prompted to confirm that you want to proceed

with the deletion. Press or GId.
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6. Working with Graphs
These examplesillustrate some of the tools available in the Plot view ((pPLOT]). All
the examples are for Function, but many of the features are similar for

Parametric, Polar, Sequence, Solve, and Statistics.

Open the aplet
1. Open the Function aplet.

BT

The Function Symbolic View is the starting FoCX)= v
view for the Function aplet. NTNN)T

 

Define the function

2. Enter the function you want to explore.

SN) (X7) (ENTER)

 

TFUNCTION SYMEBOLIC VIEW 3550
WE1CRI=STNCRY

F3cxa=
Faik=
FScwxa= v

EHE]#][SHOW[EVAL

  

  

   

  

‘" You can enter up to 10 functions, and plot one, some, or all of them. Those

functions with a checkmark beside them will be plotted. You press to

add a checkmark, or to remove a checkmark, from a highlighted equation.

Set up the plot

 3. Set up the plot.

(SHIFT)SETUP-PLOT

There are two pages of plot settings, and you

move between the two pages by pressing the

EIHxd and keys. The settings on

these pages determine the dimensions and

the features of the Plot view or viewing window.

% FUNCTION PLOT SETUP 3

6.5  
    

 

    Detail

MINIMUM HORIZONTAL YALUE   
3003
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Plot setup fields

The first page of the Function Plot Setup displays the following settings:

XRNG:

YRNG :

XTICK:

YTICK:

RES:

) v
2

=

Change the XTICK setting to 2.

XMIN and XMAX

the left and right boundaries of your viewing window

YMIN and YMAX

the lower and upper boundaries of your viewing window

the spacing of the marks on the x-axis

the spacing of the marks on the y-axis

plot resolution

(Detail for every pixel; Faster for every second pixels)

 

 

%5 FUNCTION PLOT SETUP %

  

RES: Detail

ENTER YERTICAL TICK SPACING
ENT] |PRSEW]|| 

5. Move to the second page of FUNCTION PLOT SETUP.

FAGEY]

Press to check or uncheck any of the

following plot mode settings:

SIMULT

CONNECT

AXES

INV.CROSS

LABELS

GRID

     SFUNCTION PLOT SETUP 3
BsIMuLT _INY. CROSS
¥ CONNECT _ LABELS

 

   

  

  checked for simultaneous

graphing of all selected

equations; unchecked for

sequential (F1(X) before F2(X),

and so on).

¥ RRES — GRID

  

  
PLOT FUNCTIONS SIMULTHNEDUSLY?
IT .

checked for connected graphing; uncheck for dot mode

checked to show the axes; unchecked to hide the axes

checked for inverted cursor crosshairs (shown as white on a

dark background); uncheck for standard cursor crosshairs

checked to have axes labeled with their ranges; uncheck to

hide labels

checked to have lattice points plotted (points that line up with

the tick marks on both axes); uncheck to hide lattice points

Reset all plot settings

6. Reset all the plot settings so that the origin is at the center of the screen,

coordinate axes are shown, each axis tick represents one unit, and each pixel

represents 0.1 units.

CLEAR.

“€” To reset a field to the default value, highlight the field and press [DtL].
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Plot the function

7. Press (PLOT] to see the graph of the
function(s) .

 

 

 

 

Analyze the graph

8. Press [EIHI0 and the coordinates disappear to

display the Plot view menu keys.

The Plot view menu keys enable you to

explore the graph in greater detail.

 

P I/“AN T

   
  [200M|TRACE]GOTO |FEM_[DEFN[MEMU]

Plot view menu keys

&

Press EHIIE to display the zoom menu. See “Zooming options” on page 26

for descriptions and examples of zoom options.

indicates that the trace function is turned on (this is the default

setting). Press [»] or («] to trace along a graph. Press (a] or (v] to move
from one function to another function. Press to turn the trace

function off. When the trace function is off—indicated when the menu key

label reads HIIE3—the cursor can move freely across the entire viewing

window.

Press to specify an X value to jump to on the graph. The coordinates

of the point at your chosen X value are displayed near the bottom of the

screen.

Press to display the list of function tools. See “Function tools” on page

27 for more information. Note: The menu key is only available in the

Function aplet.

Press 31 to display the equation for the currently selected function. In

the example above, the equation is F1 (X) : SIN(X).

Press [E[F:H to hide the menu labels. Press [EE: again to obtain the

coordinates. Press [EE:II once more to show the menu labels again.

When all of the menu labels are hidden, pressing any of the menu keys

restores the trace coordinates.
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Zooming options

The menu key displays the following zoom methods:

Center

Box. ..

In

Out

X-Zoom In

X-Zoom Out

Y-Zoom In

Y-Zoom Out

Square

Set Factors...

Auto Scale

Decimal

Integer

Trig

Un-zoom

centers the screen at the location of the

Cursor.

allows you to draw a box that will become

your new viewing window.

will zoom in by the horizontal and vertical

zoom factors.

will zoom out by the horizontal and vertical

zoom factors.

will horizontally zoom in by the zoom factor.

will horizontally zoom out by the zoom

factor.

will vertically zoom in by the zoom factor.

will vertically zoom out by the zoom factor.

will square up the viewing window so that 1

pixel represents the same distance

horizontally and vertically.

allows you to set your own horizontal and

vertical zoom factors (default is 4 for both

factors).

adjusts the scale of the y-axis so that as much

of the graph as possible is displayed while

also showing the origin, maximum, and

minimum.

returns a zoomed graph to its default plotting

domain.

changes the tickmark spacing on both axes

to 1 unit.

changes the tickmark spacing for the

independent variable to n/24 radians, 7.5

degrees or 81/3 grads.

resets the viewing window to its last settings

following a zoom.
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Example:

1. Graph the sine function once again using the default plot settings.

 

 

 

2. Press

3. Press EHIIil

ST _
4. Select Box. .. and press EI&. > s

5. The cursor is at the origin Press I3 to make
SELECT SECOMD CORMER [MLIWETEE
 the origin the first corner of the zoom box.

& Press (»] to move the cursor to X=3.

7.  Press (a] to move the cursor to Y=1. Youll /ff,_\

 

see a box being drawn.

8. Press[HA. The viewing window has changed to ™,

encompass the area between [0,0] and [3,1]. [Z00M[TRACE]GOT0]FCNDEFNJMENU
   
 

Functiontools

The menu key labeled in the Function aplet’s Plot view brings up a menu list

of tools to help you analyze the important characteristics of functions.

Example:

1. Open the Function aplet and define the function
EEEEE FUNCTION SYMEOLIC VIEWS8

< 1 (o) =i362
— —2x
6

(APLET) TR ' "
() 3 (536 () 2 (¥) (%0) (Niee)

2. Reset plot view settings.

 

 
  FUNCTION PLOT SETUP 33

 

(SHIFT)SETUP-PLOT YRNG: 5.3
UTICK: 1 YTICK: 1

(SHIFT)CLEAR rEs: Detail
ENTER MIMIMUM HOKIZONTAL YALUE

TITN

3. Plot the function

A
/

naQ F1idy: 0 EEM

 

   
4. Move the cursor along the graph until it

reaches X=3.

(»] (until x: 3)
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 Display the Plot FCN menu.

EEE

 

Finding roots

Select Root and press E&E. The cursor moves to

the nearest root. You should see ROOT :

3.46410161514 at the bottom left of the

screen. This value is also recorded in a variable

named Root that you can access from the

HOME screen.

 

   

 

ROOT: 3.46410161514

Where a function has more than one root, the root closest to the cursor is

returned.

Finding slopes

Press EE, [EF3select S1ope and press E&E.

This calculates the derivative of the function at | /’“‘\J |Il

' "

 

the x-coordinate of the cursor crosshairs i

location. You should see SLOPE: 4.000 at '

the bottom of the screen. This value is also | IK [ A
SLOPE:Y.000

recorded in a variable named S1ope.

 

Finding integrals

 Press EET and select Signed area. ..

When you press EI&, you are prompted for a

starting point (lower limit of integration).

Press and the starting point is
X:3.46410161514. Now you are prompted

for an end point (upper limit of integration).

Press (4] to move the cursor crosshairs over
to X : 0 and watch as the region between the graph and the x-axis is shaded.

 

 

ENDH: 0

You can also use EEELD. In this case, the area is not be shaded.

Press T3 once again to compute the definite

integral of the function from the starting point

to the end point. You should see Area:6.000

at the bottom of the screen. This value is also

recorded in a variable called Area.

 

   
ARKER: B.000 [MEMNL |

The Signed area. .. option computes a

definite integral, so if the function graph lies below the x-axis the resulting

area is negative.
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‘" To clear the shaded region created by the Signed area. .. option, press

PLOT] to redraw the function graph.

Finding extrema

Press [»] to move the cursor is near X=-2.5. Press
EET EEEselect Extremum and press EH&. The I{,r’““x.&

cursor moves to the nearest extremum and displays /

its coordinates. You should see EXTRM: /'
(-2,2.66666666667) atthe bottom of the !

ERWTEM: (2.-2.66666B66E667Y EE

 

 

  
screen. This value is recorded in a variable named

Extremumnm.

Plotting piece-wise functions

Suppose[ (x) - Pifr< Landf(x)=1-xifx> 1.

Method 1

1. Start the Function aplet and enter the function.

Select Function
(SHIFT]CLEAR

 

HEEE FUNCTION SYMEDLIC VIEWS5

VELCH=28(LD +(]-
Faoii=

  
  

 

   

     

 

_ F4ixn=

0 &) (2 0) OFD) Grciarss F5eko= v
IETEEEETHP.TETY

 

M8 1) (5010 &EwD K 0 &S
(SHrT)CHARS > H8 10) (iNTER)
To obtain the inequality symbols, press [SHIFT]CHARS menu, highlight the

desired symbol using the arrow keys and press [ENTER].

 

 

  

Plot the function. ;

Y
PLOT p

: : “\lfl
Note: If the plotting parameters are set so that ‘\\

plotted points will be connected—the default R
w0 FLifd: 0 EEM
 setting—the graph will connect across the

Jump discontinuity.
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Method 2

An equivalent of the above piece-wise function is IEFE (X< 1, X272, 1-X). This

expression can be read as saying “if x < 1, then evaluate xz else evaluate 1- x.”

1. Return to the Symbolic view and enter the

function.

(SHIFT)CLEAR
(APrA) IF T (1) (STcHARs < 3 |
(&0 57 20) 10 %00) () (N

2. Plot the function.

PLOT

Plotting multiple functions

You can plot up to 10 functions at once.

1. Return to the Symbolic view and enter the

functions.

(SHIFT)CLEAR EI3

(5N (x,0) 0] (=) (€08) (X.T.8) ) (ENTER)
2. Set up the plot.

SETUP-PLOT

(SHIT)CLEAR

3. Plot the functions

Whether or not these functions are plotted

simultaneously or sequentially is determined by

whether or not SIMULT is checked in the

FUNCTION PLOT SETUP.

SHEE FUNCTION SYMEBOLIC WIEWS8
YF1iua=IFTECXL]1 iB

Fa(xEn=
Fqeri=
FSixn= v

 

  HWo Flik): 0

  

PR FUNCTION SYMEOLIC VIEM 3
wF1CHa=SINCH)
wFE2K»=COSCKD
#FS(H}SIMNCHI-COSCRD

 

       

    
  

    
  
  

% FUNMCTION PLOT SETUP 2

 

HENG: 6.5
YENG: -3, 1 2.2
uTIck: 1
REx:  Detail

EMTEFR MINIMUM HORIZOWMTAL YALUE
EDT] |PRGEW ||

¥TICK: ]

 

 "0 F1lik): 0 
Press (a] or (v] to move the cursor from graph to graph.

Press @33 to see the equation of whatever function is currently being traced.
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Finding intersections and areas between two graphs

If you have plotted two or more functions, an

additional function tool called Intersection

appears on the menu.

Selecting this option uses the function currently

selected and prompts you to choose either one

additional function or the X-Axis.

Pressing moves the cursor to the nearest

intersection point of the two selected graphs (or the

nearest root if you choose X-2Ax1is), displays its

coordinates, and records the coordinates in the

variable Isect.

 

 

 

 
ALi

 

       1-2ECT: (785398167071067,R
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7. Working with Tables
These examples illustrates some of the tools available in the Numeric view

((NUM)). All the examples are for Function, but many of the features are similar

for Parametric, Polar, Sequence, Solve, and Statistics.

Open the aplet
1.  Open the Function aplet.

Highlight Function

Define the function

2. Enter these four functions.

(XT.0)

(x1.6] D)= )(COs) (XT.0) D] [ENTER]

D)= (sN] (XT1.6] D) [ENTER]

Set up the table

3. Return the numeric table settings to their

default settings (where the starting value is 0

and values are automatically incremented in

steps of 0.1).

(SHIFT]SETUP-NUM

[SHIFT)CLEAR
Numeric setup fields

  

FSexi= v

GFUNCTION SYMEOLICVIEWS

SEEE FUNCTION NUMERIC SETUP S5EEE
NUMSTART: [B]
NUMSTEP: . 1
NUMTYPE: Hutomatic
NUMZOOHM: o

ENTEE STARTING YALUE FOR TAELE
EDT] || [PLOTH|

Use the Numeric Setup to setup parameters for building a table of values

for a function.

NUMSTART : the starting value for X

NUMSTEP: the step value (increment) for X

NUMTYPE: Automatic to let the HP 39G/40G generate values for X .

Build Your Own to fill in your own values for X

NUMZOOM: the zoom factor for your table
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Display the table

4. Display the table.

NUM

The (a], (v], (»], («] keys enable you to move
from entry to entry of the table.

To find the value of F4(X) when X = 0.2, scroll

to the F4 column.

(v) (v () () () (]
The full precision of a highlighted entry is

displayed at the bottom of the screen.

Increase the font size in the table.

&=

Decrease the font size in the table.

EHi3

Display the equation of F2(X).

(«) («) EEEE

Display the list of zoom methods.

ELTTE]

Zoom options

e In will zoom inby the zoom factor.

e Out will zoom out by the zoom factor.

® Un-zoom resets the table to its last settings.

* Decimal restores the default settings.

 

 

 

 

 

 

. a??sgas 5463025[1 . BI04EE
4.93215487559
j200M][|EIGJDEFN]|

 

 
 

 

  

" F3 Fd
@ | Undef.
.1 . 1883359, 96664
.2 . 28271 Fmfl
3 . 389336|3. 23273
4.93315427559
2ooH]|JENS[0EFM]] 

 

q950042] . 1003347|9.
qBU"hhh 20271 .

.3093362]3.
931051 |.4@27q3a)a.
.B775B36| . 5463025[1.

 

 

 

  INI(770T 

e Integer sets the starting value NUMSTART to 0 and the step size

NUMSTEP to 1 unit.

e Trig sets the starting value NUMSTART to O and the step size NUMSTEP to

approximately 71/24 units. If the angle measure mode is degrees, then the

NUMSTEP is 7.5 degrees.

‘" You can change the designated zoom factor by pressing SETUP-NUM and

editing NUMZOOM. The default zoom factor is 4.
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10. Display the table using the zoom out method.

Select Out

=

The table is recomputed so that . 3 is still

highlighted, but now the step sizes are . 4 instead of . 1. That is, the step size

is multiplied by the zoom factor. If we had zoomed in instead of zooming out,

the step size would have been divided by the zoom factor.
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8. Special Views
Press [ViEws] to obtain a menu list of special

viewing screens.

 

   

 

. Auto Scale
i.1
ErE Decimal

1[| JtANCL|OK   
Split screen—two graphs

Plot-Detail splits the screen into two vertical panes and draws a copy of the

graph in each pane. It allows you to see a before-and-after view of a graph that

you modify in some way.

 For example, if you press EII&l and select a zoom

option, the left graph remains unchanged but the

right graph is re-plotted according to the zoom

option you chose. The example at the right shows

two views of the graph of sin(x). In the left pane is

the graph plotted according to the default plot

setup parameters; in the right is the same graph

viewed by zooming in about the origin.

 

   

 

You can trace a graph and see the cursor move in both panes simultaneously.

Press to copy the new graph to the left pane. You can repeat this process as

many times as you wish.

Split screen—graph and table

 Plot-Table splits the screen into two vertical

panes and draws the graph in the left pane and the

corresponding table in the right pane. It enables you

to see both the PLLOT and NUMERIC views of your

function at the same time.

 

As you move the trace on the graph, the

corresponding coordinates are highlighted in the table.
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Overlaying one graph on another

Overlay Plot enables you to plot a graph over

your last graph without erasing it.

For example, suppose you plot F1 (X) =SIN(X) in

the default window. If you switch from Function

to Parametricin you can use Overlay
Plot (with the same window settings) to overlay

the graph of

X1(T)=SIN(T)

Y1(T)=T

on top of the old graph to show the inverse relation.

Automatic scaling

Auto Scale will automatically scale the vertical

range so as to fill as much of the screen as possible

while still showing the origin, minima, and maxima.

The first example at the right shows the default

display of F1 (X)=SIN(X).The second example

shows the same function after choosing
Auto Scale.

Special preset zoom windows

 

 

  

 

 

 

   

7 S

T: 0 (0.0} EEI

P I/_\
e

wn Fli¥: 0

/NN
¥ \/

W Flig): 0 |

 

Decimal sets the tick marks along the x-axis to be one unit apart (so that each

pixel width = 0.1 units). Note that this effectively sets the viewing window back to

its default ranges: [-6.5, 6.5] by [-3.1, 3.2] for functions.

Integer sets the tick marks along the x-axis to be ten units apart (so that each

pixel width = 1 unit).

Trig sets the tick marks along the x-axis to be approximately 7/2 units apart, and

each pixel width is approximately /24 units. If the angle measure mode is

degrees, then Trig sets the tick marks along the x-axis to be 90 degrees apart,

and each pixel width is 7.5 degrees.

‘" The autoscaling and special preset zoom window views are also available in

the EEEIE menu when you are in Plot view.
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9. Functions
1

2.

3

The FUNCTION SYMBOLIC VIEW is displayed.

On this screen you define the functions that you

want to plot.

You can define up to 10 functions: F1 (X) ,

To open the Function aplet, press [APLET mmq    
  T . aly [SIA=H &

Highlight Function. ’*+atistics BkE

E. BPress EEETGEE. uad Explorer AKE
Trig Exzplorer akE

SAVE[REZET]ZORTZENDKECY[STRET] 

  

F2(X)...FO(X).

Example:

1. Wlth F1 (X) = highlighted, type [SIN] (X,T,6]

[ENTER).
When Eunction is activated, inserts‘ Fach
the variable X whenever you press it. There is FSiia= v

also a lmenu key to assist in entering TT3N1)(T
formulas.

Note that the closing parenthesis is entered for you.

The v indicates that F1 (X) is selected for graphing or making a table. An

equation or automatically selected on entry.

The menu keys you have access to while the FUNCTION SYMBOLIC VIEW

screen is displayed are explained in “Function aplet’s symbolic view keys” on

page 38.

 
With F2 (X) = highlighted, type BFUNCTION SYMEDLIC VIEWm‘

(ENTER]. vE1CRa=5TNCRD |
wEZOKI=COSR . |

With F3 (X) = highlighted, type oLS

 

F1(0)(x1.8) () (=) (ALFA) F2(0) (X70)
0) (ENTER).
Once you have defined the functions you

want to plot, you can view and, if necessary,

change the plot setup parameters.

 

 

   
  

 

REs: Detail

ENTER MINIMUM HORIZONTAL VALUE |
EMT] |PacEW]||

  These parameters determine the plotting

range, tickmark spacing, resolution, and so

on.

   

(SHIFT]SETUP-PLOT.

Note that there are two pages of plot setup parameters. Press GilH3%d to

display the second page.
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 To plot the functions, press (PLOT].

 

 

‘I"III v | I«")Lfl\ "'JII o

S 
 

To view and, if necessary, change the table
SFUNCTION WUMERIC SETUP 3EEEEE

setup parameters, press |SHIFT |SETUP-NUM . |MUMSTRET: [5) .
MUMSTER: 1
NUMTYPE: Automatic [
NUMZOOM: o

EMTEE ZTRETING YALUE FOFR THELE !

T IAN(T

   
     

  
These parameters determine the starting

value for the independent variable, the

increment for consecutive values of the

independent variable, whether the calculator

or the user determines the values of the independent variable, and the zoom

factor for table zooming.

To display the table, press [NUM].  

 

Function aplet’s symbolic view keys
Press to copy the highlighted function to the edit line.

Press to select or deselect an equation. A v'indicates that the equation

is selected. Any or all of the functions can be selected at any time.

Press H to enter the independent variable. It is another X key for typing

convenience.

Press to display the highlighted function in standard textbook format.

Press to evaluate dependent variables or functions used in the

highlighted equation.

Press to enter the edited version.

Press to restore the original.
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Example:

Press to return to the FUNCTION SYMBOLIC VIEW screen.

1. Highlight F2 (X)and press EZEiA.

2. Highlight 3 (X) and press EI&I3.

 

FEEEEFUNCTION SYMEDOLIC VIEW SEEEE

 

 3. Highlight F3 (X) =F1 (X) /F2 (X) and press

ETE
SRFUNCTION SYMEDLIC VIEW SEEE

YE1HI=SINCH)
#)=C0S()

SLAI=SINCR )COSCHD

 

     

 

 
 4. Press EHiIT®l to see F3 (X) = as a fraction in

vertical form.
 

5. Press[H to close the window.

 

Deleting and clearing functions

Press to delete a highlighted function. Press [SHIFT)CLEAR to delete all the

functions.

‘¢ When you press [SHIFTJCLEAR, you are asked if you really want to Clear All

functions. Press or.
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10. Parametric Equations
1. To open the Parametric aplet, press  #APLET LIERARY58

  

 FERTA?|

  

.1 ae i Fun-"rion BLE: ;
2. Highlight Parametric. Inference akE

Parametric 3E .

3. Press BLTHL Folar GKE |
Sequence BKE ¥

AVE [REZET,I]‘EEIE 
The PARAMETRIC SYMBOLIC VIEW is displayed,
listing 10 pairs of parametric equation variables:

   

 

£ PARAMETRICSYMEOLIC YIEW 355
AR

 

 X1, Y1, X2, Y2, ..., X9, Y9, X0, YO. ieTo=
. . . . ""._ Tr=

Parametric equations are checked in pairs. When ST= v

you select or deselect one member of the pair, the ITI.TT

other memberis also automatically selected or

deselected.

Example:

Suppose that you want to explore the following set of parametric equations:

x(t)=tcostand y(f) =tsinifor0<t<2m.

For the purposes of this example, ensure that the current angle measure mode

is Radians.

   

   

1. Enter the equations.
MFHPfiHETRIEEYMEDLIC VIEKwpfio\

vR1CTH=T*CO5CT?(L9 (iNTER] GBI
(XT.0) VR || ®3(Ti= v

[EDIT[Hi]T|[SHOW]EvAL]

When Parametric is activated, (X, 7,0

provides the variable T whenever you press it. There is also a& menu key to

assist with the entry of equations.

The EdE:, EIETEEIAE] and menu keys operate in exactly the same way

as the menu keys in the Function aplet. See “Function aplet’s symbolic view

keys” on page 38 for further information.

2.  Once you have defined the equations you want o
. . HEEEE PARAMETRIC PLOT :ETUPW}

to plot, you can view and, if necessary, change  |trne: ENEEEEEEN 1-
T

=

 

     

 

 

\
STEP: . 1 ‘the plot setup parameters. VNG B . }

. : 3.1 3.2 |
These pz_xrameters deterrmne the plottingrange, |ewaLE

and the independent variable’s range and EDIT] |PAGE

increment value.

(SHIFT]JSETUP-PLOT.

Note that there are two pages of plot setup parameters. Press EIf=%d to

display the second page.
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3. Reset all the plot settings.

(SHIFT)CLEAR.

4. Plot the equations.

o =)
Both the value of the independent variable T

and the coordinates (X1 (T),Y1(T)) are

shown as you trace the curve. You can trace

beyond the original domain in either direction.

 

 

  T: 0 (0,00 EE

5.  You can change the scale to see more or less of

your graph. In this example, choose Auto Scale. T

See “Special Views” on page 35 for a

description of Auto Scale. K R“‘“

Select Auto Scale To o0y —  @Em

See “Zooming options” on page 26 for further

information on zooming.

 

 

   

6. Display the table of values for T, X1 (T), and

Y1(T).

NUM

See “Working with Tables” on page 32 for

further information on zooming within a table

and tools for analyzing the table.

 

 

  a
leoot][[BIGJOEFN]|
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11. Polar Equations
1.

2.

3.

The POLAR SYMBOLIC VIEW is displayed, listing

the 10 polar equation variables: R1, R2, R3,

.. R9, RO.

 To open the Polar aplet, press

 

% APLET LIERARY 3555 EERTAS  
   

  

. . Function BKE
Highlight Polar. Inference aKE

FParametric HEE

 

Press BEETZHL. u o
Sequence HEE w

ZAYE[REZET]ZORTEMDRECY[FTART]

 

   v
ZHOEVAL

 

EOIT |CHE]& ||

Example:

Suppose that you want to explore the equation () = 3 sin (2.5 0) for 0 <6 < 4.

Forthe purposes of this example, ensure that the current angle measure mode

1s Radians.

1.
POLAR ZYMEOLIC VIEW  

Enter the equation.

3 [x) (5IN) 25 [x.1.0] CETCE
RI(A )=

When Polar is activated, provides the E-:h:g 2=
. . . SCAH= v

variable 0 Whenever. yqu press it. There is glso N——

a[ menu key to assist in the entry of equations.

The EdEd, EISTE EITEl and menu keys operate in exactly the same way

as in the Function aplet. See “Function aplet’s symbolic view keys” on page

38 for further information.

  2=3*¥5IHCZ. 5%0

 

 

Display the POLAR PLOT SETUP screen. ,
% POLAR PLOT SETUP3

SRNG: £.28218..
  

(SHIFT]SETUP-PLOT. osTER: , 1 IBETI..) ] RENG: -5, 5 5.3
ORNG is the plotting range of the angle 6. YENG: -3, 1 3.2

. . . . ENTEE MIMIMURM & YALUE

OSTEP is the increment size used to determine [EniT|PRGE®||

what values for 6 to plot within the plotting

range.

 

Change the upper limit of 6RNG to 4r.

(%) 4 (50T 7 (ENTER)
#POLAR PLOT ZETUP

   
ENTER STEP SIZE
ECT] |PhsEw|
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4. Plot the equation

(PG,
The values of 6 and R1 (0) are shown at the

bottom of the screen as you trace the curve.

 

 

8: 0 R1(8): 0

5. Display the table of values for 6 and R1 (0) by

pressing [NUM].
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12. Sequences
1.

2.

3.

The SEQUENCE SYMBOLIC VIEW is displayed,

listing the 10 sequence variables Ul (N) , U2 (N),

U3(N) ...U9(N), UO(N).

To allow for recursive definitions of sequences,

there are also variables for specifying the first one

 To open the Sequence aplet, press

Highlight Sequence.

PressBT

 

   Inference
Parametric 5]4]

    

 

v

E0IT [wiHE]|[2HOW
 

 

or two terms of a sequence: Ul (N1), U1l (2),

U2(1), U2(2)...00(1), U0(2).

Example:

The simplest kind of sequence is one where the nth term as a function of n. An

example is the geometric sequence 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, . . . This can be expressed as:

Enter the equation for the sequence against Ul (N).

(v](¥) to moveto Ul (N)

1(=)2 [ENTER).
The values for the first two terms U1 (1) and
 

ICEQUENCE SYMEOLIC VIEW SEEEE

  
  

Ul (2) are automatically computed and vlU1C1a=1
i sU1C23=.5

When Sequence is activated, provides Uz(2= v
the variable n whenever you press it. The [EOIT[VCHE]|[SHOM]EVAL

B[CEH[ and [EY menu keys assist in the

entry of sequences.

The Ek, BEIETHEEE and menu keys operate in exactly the same way

as in the Function aplet. See “Function aplet’s symbolic view keys” on page

38 for further information.

Display the SEQUENCE PLOT SETUP screen.

 

   

 

  
  

<E

(SHIFT)SETUP-PLOT. g
RENG: -2 24
YRNG: -2 18.6

|CHODSE SEGUENCE PLOT TVPE
IETTETN
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Since 1/2"(N-1) <1 for all positive integers,

you will see more of the plot if you set the

YRNGfiled accordingly, such as to [-.2, 1.06].

Plot the sequence.

(PLOT]

Both the value of the index N and the value of

the Nth term, U1l (N) , are shown as you trace

the curve

Display a table of values for N and U1 (N).

Ilterative sequences

You can also define a sequence iteratively.

Example:

A certain sequence derived from Newton’s Method

can be defined iteratively.

1.

-
L
N

Press and uncheck U1(1), U1(2), or

U1(N).

Highlight U2 (1) and enter 2.

Highlight U2 (2) and enter 1.5.

Highlight U2 (N)

1)/2+1/U02 (N-1)

and enter:

U2 (N-

 

 

REEGLIENCE PLOT SETUP ##

  

#ENG: -2 24
YRENG: -, 2 1.86

CHODSE SEQUEMCE PLOT TYPE
|JcHOD:] PAGEW||

 

   
N:1 ULCM: 1 EE

 

 

     N Ui
i 1

.5
3 ‘85
q 135
5 0B35S
& 103125
1
|TIITT

 
SNSEQUENCE SYMEDLIC wsum
U1¢2r=.5
U1¢HI=1-2(N-1)

v2010=2
vUzc2a=1.5
AASSE-E

      

  
  
   
  TTIIETTT

Ensure that the plot setup parameters are set to their default values.

(SHIFT)SETUP-PLOT

(SHIFTJCLEAR
Press to plot the sequence.  

     

 

-

N:1 U2CNY: 2 [MENU]
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You can see how quickly this sequence converges to 
 

 
  

  

V2 bypressing (NUM]. ; H 5 Uz

3 %231555?
q 1.414216
5 1.41481Y4
8 1.4142814
1

Cobweb plots [zoot][

|

b5JoEFN]]

Iterative sequences are best displayed using a cobweb plot. In a cobweb plot, the

first term of a sequence Uj is located as the point (U, U}) on the line y = x. This

point is connected with a vertical line segment to (U;, Uy) which in turn is

connected with a horizontal line segment to (U,, Us). This process is then

continued to form a web of line segments connecting (Us, Uy) to (Us, Us) to

(U4, Uy) and so on. If the sequence converges, one sees the web close in on a

particular point.

To see a cobweb plot for the sequence we just defined:

1.

2

3.

4

5

6.

If you trace the cobweb plot near the point of

convergence, you can In to see more detail.

Press to return to the SEQUENCE SYMBOLIC VIEW.

Select U2 in (and deselect any other sequences defined).

Press (SHIFT)SETUP-PLOTto bring up the SEQUENCE PLOT SETUP.

Highlight SEQPLOT, Cobweb, and press 3.

Set the viewing window to [-.4, 4.8] by

-4, 2.12]

Press to see the cobweb plot.

 

      U2(N): 2
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13. Solving Equations
The Solve aplet enables you to find roots of expressions and solve equations.

1. To open the Solve aplet, press

2. Highlight solve.

 

 

   
    
   

  

S APLET LIBRARY #55EELTR:
Parametric BKE &
Folar BEE
Seguence

  
  
Statistics

SHVE|REZET]SORT[ZENDKECY[ZTART]

3. Press EELTEE.  

The SOLVE SYMBOLIC VIEW is displayed,listing

 

the 10 equation variables: E1, E2, E3 ... E9, 2 ¥
5O EDITCHE]=|[SHOW]EVAL

Analyzing an expression in one variable

This example illustrates how to find a root of the expression Xx*2-3.

1. Enter the equation.

XLo)(E) 2 ()3
When Solve is activated, provides the
variable X whenever you press it. However, : ¥

you can use any real variables you wish in

your equations.

The Edkd, B3 EITE] and menu keys operate in exactly the same way

as in the Function aplet. See “Function aplet’s symbolic view keys” on page

38 for further information.

 SOLVE SYMEDLIC VIEW 3

 

2.  Display the SOLVE NUMERIC VIEW screen

and specify a value for X (in this case, 5) to act

as an initial seed value.

% SOLVE NUMERIC VIEW 3

 

NUM
ENTER YALUE Ok PRESS SOLVE

5 [ENTER [E0T]|| [UEFM[SOLVE] 

3. Solve for the unknown variable.

RS

The root closest to the seed value is returned.

 

Different roots may be found by changing the ENTER VALUE OF PRESS SOLVE

seed value. IICEE.TA 
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Solve aplet’s numeric view menu keys

e Press to edit the current value of the highlighted variable

¢ Press [EId to display a message about the solution (see below).

¢ Press [@3d:1 to display the symbolic definition of the current expression.

® Press to find a solution for the highlighted variable, based on the

values of the other variables.

The following is a brief description of [EIEd messages:

zero indicates that the displayed value X is a

root (making E1:X"2-3 equal to 0) to 12

digits of precision.

   

E
1.72285028757 4
Zero ]

|

|

# SOLVE NUMERIC VIEW m@mfl

Sign Reversal indicates that the value of

the expression changes sign (from positive to

negative or vice-versa) by a change in the last

digit of the displayed solution of X. (Note: if the expression is the formula for

a continuous function, the displayed value is within one digit of a root.)

ENTER VALUE OF PRE:: *OLVE

 

Extremum generally indicates that the displayed value X minimizes the

absolute value of the expression, but no sign reversal is obtained.

‘" When you return to the HOME screen after using the Solve aplet, any

variables used will have their last values shown in the SOLVE NUMERIC

VIEW.

Analyzing an equation with several variables

An equation can have any number of variables. Providing that you know the

values of all the other variables, you can use the Solve aplet to solve the value of a

specified variable. For example,if a® — 2b = ¢ + 6, you can solve forb if you know
the values of a and c.

1. Return to the SOLVE SYMBOLIC VIEW and

enter the equation.
3 SOLVE SYMEDOLIC VIEW &   
TRt

¢E§=HAS—2*B=CA2+6

    
E4:

(v) to highlight E2 : ES: v
EONT[wCHE]=|[SHOW[EVAL|

 

 

A3 ()2 BE
CJ2 ()6

Note: E1: has been automatically deselected. This is because only one

equation can be checked at a time inthe Solve aplet.
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2. Enter the known variables in the Numeric

view.

3 [ENTER En YALUE OF PRESS SOLVE _—

(v]
()] 5 (ENTER

3. Solve for the variable B.

(¥) to highlight B:
=0LVE

% S0LNE NUMERIC VIEW

 

 

% SOLNE MUMERIC VIEW

ENTEE VALUE OR PRESS SOLVE
EDITJINFO|[DEFN[SOLVE]
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14. Statistics
The Statistics aplet can store up to ten separate data sets. It can do one-variable

or two-variable statistical analysis of one or more sets of data.

To start Statistics, press [APLET], select
Statistics, and press BIEEM. The Statistics aplet |3
starts in Numeric view, which is used to enter data.

Each column represents a variable named C1 to C9

and CO. L—___
[EDIT |IN:[SO0RT]bl|avAkal:TATS]

After entering the data, you must define the data

set in the Symbolic view ((SYMB]).

The values computed in the Statistics aplet are saved in variables, and many of

these variables are listed by the function accessible from the Statistics

aplet’s Numeric view screen.

 
C1 cz .3 C4
 

 

     

Example: one-variable statistics

Suppose that a manufacturing company purchases a certain part four times a

year. In the last year, the price and the number of units ordered each time was

$4.25 (250 units), $4.60 (800 units), $4.70 (900 units), and $4.10 (1,000 units).

1. Open the Statistics aplet.

Select Statistics
   

 

-'I' p

 

Function BKEB
—esL Inferential S. .54KB

Parametric BkKB
Polar BKE »

ZAYE[REZET]ZORT[ZENDRECY[START) 2. Enter the prices paid in column 1.

425
4.60
4.70
4.10

 
 

 

 
     

 

3. Enter the corresponding frequencies (that is, number of parts purchased) in

column C2.

(5 250
800
900
1000

 
 
 

 
   

 

ECITIN:SORT]EIGJ1VARS[STATE]

4. Ensure the HIEA/EINIE menu key label readsB
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5. Press [sYmB]. The STATISTICS SYMBOLIC %STATISTICS SYMEDLIC VIEWS
ce
1
1

VIEW screen is where you specify what column

holds the data to be analyzed. You can also

specify the corresponding frequencies. The ENTER SAMPLE

default frequency value is 1. You can overwrite IEZiZITSNNETTET

this value with a new numberif the frequency

for each data point is the same. If the frequency of each data point is not the

same, you need to specify a frequencies column. In our example, the data to

be analyzed is in column C1 and the corresponding frequency data is stored

in column C2.

) @ 2 [E

1 v

 

 

6. To compute statistics about the prices, return to the numeric view ((NUM))

and press HITEE. There are two pages ofstatistics. Press (v] several times to

scroll to the second page.

  
 

    

 

7. To plot a histogram of your data you will need to change the plot setup

parameters so that all your data will be plotted.

 

 

 

(SHIFT)SETUP-PLOT SPIEE STATISTIC PLOT SETUP
STRTPLOT: Hi-s.‘t. HWIDTH: . 1

[E] D 1 KRNG: & 5

A0A 5 [TH YRNG: - 100 1168

@ 100 1100 ::::ET ltTFITIETIICS- FL[I? TYPE

4 5 A ||cHOD:[PRiGE

8. Plot a histogram of the data.

 N I- Il
Fo EEWH1:[4.4.1) 
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Example: two-variable statistics

Suppose you want to explore the relationship between the temperature of a

object and its volume.

1. Open the Statistics aplet.

Select Statistics
  

% APLET LIERARY ZEEEEEEIR:  
  

  

 

 
 
 

       
 
 

 

  

 

   

== RN

oerential 5. .S4Kb
Parametric BKE
Faolar BEE w

SHVE|RESET]SORTSENDRECY[START]

2. Enter the temperatures in column C1. Al 1 CZ C3 C4

9
8 i
7
5 [EWTINsSORT]EISJ1vAkalsTATS)

7
3.  Move the cursor to column C2 and enter the the

corresponding volumes.

) 7
8
4 EDITINZSOKTEIGJVARS|STATS]

8
6

4. Ensure the menu key label readsBT

 
5. To compute statistics about your data, press

EifiE.

  

 

 
 

 

6. To view and, if necessary, Change the ‘—@MSTHTISTNE PLOT SETUP

parameters for plotting a scatter plot of your e, %3 :
data SIMARK: « S2MARK: & SIMARK: 4

SHMARK: 3% SEMARK: 30
SHIFT|SETUP-PLOT ENTER MINIMUM HORIZONTAL VYALUE

[EnT][PhcEw|| 

 
7. Draw a scatter plot of the data.

   F10 139. 7 MENU
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8. To draw a regression line:

EETEh

9. To see the equation of the regression line:

(5V¥) (V) EEIT

 

   
EEEI]EEHIIIIEIE‘ 
 

-6, 21812181 213E-2H+7.»  
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